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This creates a picture of 'twin dragons playing with pearls'. This 468 meters 

(1 , 536 feet) high tower Is the world's sixth and China's second tallest TV 

and radio tower. It was a Sunday morning when we left home. We spent 2 

hours on the way to Oriental Pearl TV Tower. It was the first time to hold 

global animation fair. The fair attracts thousands of visitors. The display was 

held in cartoon drawings. Coplay contest, and other activities. At the fair 

were an exhibition area, costly performance area, e-sports experience zone, 

Japan, Europe, and the cartoon image was everywhere. 

My favorite activity was protagonist's Coplay. Coplay, short for " costume 

play", is a performance art in which participant wear costumes to represent a

specific character. Coplay is known to show creative behavior, you can see 

these cartoon fans heart dress. There are usually some identified Coplay 

celebrities that effectively represent your favorite character. You can 

purchase one you love to be your idol. Today, people all around the world 

are involved in splays fantasy fun. In the noon, we went to the revolving 

restaurant, where we ate seafood and drank juice. 

We were enjoying the beautiful view while the seats revolved. The restaurant

was a great place that let people repose. I was able to fully relax myself 

there. It was proudly at the top of the Shanghai. The view was amazing. 

Finally, we went to theObservationDeck. The whole passage was made up of 

steel structure and glass. You can see the ground while standing on the glass

floor. We were 863 feet off the ground. From Oriental Pearl TV Tower, we can

have a bird's eye view of the city. In the Observation Deck where I snapped 

photos of the view. There were a lot of tourists. 
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From a viewpoint overlooking Shanghai City you can see numerous high 

alluding, congested traffic, and dense population. Life Is like a Journey, you 

never know when something will come up. All Journeys are opportunities for 

discovery. Some Journeys are opportunities to discover the Inner self. I can 

never forget this unforgettable Journey. Reminiscences of this Journey often 

flicker In my mind every now and then. Because It was my Jovial Journey with

myfamily. There was no nuisance surrounded us, only Jaunty moments. After

that vacation, I had many more vacations. But that first vacation had some 

special magic In It. 

It Is Just an unforgettable experience. By pinpricks My most 

memorablechildhoodJourney to date is visiting Shanghai with my family. It is 

the year 2002 and I can remember the details of each place. I can remember

thefoodI and my family ate. It's all still so fresh in my mind. There were many

famous Tower. Oriental Pearl TV Tower is located in Pudding Park in Lazuli, 

Shanghai. The Tower, surrounded by the Yang Bridge in the northeast and 

the Nap Bridge in meters (1 , 536 feet) high tower is the world's sixth and 

China's second tallest TV and It was a Sunday morning when we left home. 

We spent 2 hours on 

The fair attracts thousands of visitors. The display was held in cartoon 

drawings, your idol. Today, people all around the world are involved in 

Copley's fantasy fun. Observation Deck. The whole passage was made up of 

steel structure and glass. You Life is like a Journey, you never Some Journeys

are opportunities to discover the inner self. I can never forget this 

unforgettable Journey. Reminiscences of this Journey often flicker in my mind

every now and then. Because it was my Jovial Journey with my family. There 
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was no vacations. But that first vacation had some special magic in it. It is 

Just an 
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